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PREFACE 

The material contained in this report, except for minor changes, 

consists of two sections of the Doctoral thesis of Dr. D.T.F. Marple. 

The first section, except for the introduction, is from the main 

body of his thesis and is complete in itself; the second section, 

Appendix I of his thesis, is a detailed development of the theory. 

In the course of his investigation of the radiofrequency 
6 

spectra of Li Cl by the molecular beam electric resonance method, 

Dr. Marple discovered that the position of the resonance lines at 

weak fields depended on the magnitude of the rf voltage. This 

dependence followed a law deduced by Townes and Merritt* for a 

similar effect discovered by them in microwave absorption experiments. 

However, it was not clear to us that the same theory should apply 

to the electric resonance experiments, for which no change in the 

rotational state occurs, and for which the rf producing the shift 

in the line positions is identical with the rf producing the 

transitions. Hence, Dr. Marple undertook the task of developing 

\ a theory which would explain both the microwave absorption 

experiments and the electric resonance experiments. The theory 

presented in this report not only explains these experiments, but 

also predicts the two quantum transitions originally observed and 

explained by Hughes and Grabner**. An article presenting both this 

theory and verifying experimental results is in preparation. 

Thanks are due to Prof. M. Lax and Prof. P. Bergmann for 

their advice in the development of the theory presented here. 

J.W. Trischka 

I 

i 
1 L 

: 
* C.H. Townes and F.R. Merritt, Phvs. Rev,, 72, 1266 (19^7). 

** V. Hughes and L. Grabner, Phys. Rev., 79, 829 (1950). 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theory presented below was developed to account for the 

radiofrequency field dependence of the line frequencies in the 
6 

radiofrequency spectrum of Li Cl as observed by the molecular 

beam electric resonance method.  In this experiment, transitions 

between the hyperfine structure levels of the rotational state 

J = 1, as modified by a static e3ectric field, were induced by a 

radiofrequency field superimposed on the static field. The hyper- 

fine structure was produced by the chlorine quadrupole interaction 

and spin-rotation interaction. The qualitative features of spectra 

at zero or weak static field could'be accounted for by the zero 
2 

and weak field theory of Hughes and Grabner , which predicts no 

dependence of the observed lines on the radiofrequency field. 

A systematic study of the shifts in the frequencies of the 

observed lines with changes in the strength of the radiofrequency 

field used to produce them was undertaken when discrepancies 

between the observations at different field strength were found. 

In all cases, the observed line frequencies,V, satisfied the 

relationship: ^ 

where \?   is a constant, the frequency of a line in the absence 

of radiofrequency field, a is a constant, and V - is the radio- 

frequency voltage ased to produce the line. Thus the frequency- 

shift, A\? , caused by the radiofrequency field, E_»(t) • Eyf cos 2«yt, 

2 
was proportional to E  . This frequency shift will be referred to 

as "radiofrequency Stark effect", 

1. H. K. Hughes, Phys. Rev., 72, 6lU, 19^7 J J.W. Trischka, Phys. Rev., 
]k,  718, 19^8. 

2. V. Hughes and L. Grabner, Phys. Rev., Jj?, 829, 1950 

_ 
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18 
Townes and Merritt  have observed shifts in the frequencies 

of lines in the microwave spectra of OCS as well as "extra" lines 

when transitions were produced in the presence of a radiofrequency 
k 

field. In their experiments, frequencies of the order of 10 

mc/sec were used to produce transitions between rotational levels. 

The perturbing field was much more intense than the transition- 

inducing fields, and frequencies between 20 and 1200 kc/(?ec were 

used. They presented theoretical results which explain their 

observations. 
6 

Since the effects observed in the Li Cl experiment? were 

similar in form to the quadratic Stark effect due to the inter- 

action of the static field with the molecular electric dipole 

moment, several experiments were tried to detect changes in the 

static field produced by application of the radiofrequency field. 

Such changes could, for example, be produced by rectification of 

the radiofrequency voltage in the wiring. No evidence for apparatus 

defects was found. It was, therefore, necessary to modify or 

re-interpret the theory. 

i 

I 
I 
* 

18. C. H. Townes and F. R. Merritt, Phys. Rev., 72, 1266, 19^7. 

The numberiug of Pig. 1 and Fig. 2 is reversed in the figures. 
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PREVIOUS CALCULATIONS OF LINE POSITIONS 

FROM TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

To clarify the contrasts between tbe new theory developed 

below, and the theory used in the past, an outline of the older 
19 

theory as developed by Torrey  will be presented. 

The complete Hamiltonian is written as 

H(t) = H + H' + V(t) 
o (1) 

where HQ is the Hamiltonian of the molecule in the absence of any 

fields, H' is the interaction of the molecule with any steady fields, 

and V(t) is the interaction between the molecule and a varying field 

where 

V(t) = VQ cos (2* Y t + ,/ ) (2) 
it 

The time independent Schrodinger equation is 

(Hu + H') * = E * 
m m m (3) 

The time dependent Schrodinger equation is 

H(t)*f = ih Jf (»0 

It is assumed that a solution to (4) may be written as 

m m m (5) 

When (5) is inserted into (k)  there results the set of equations: 

lb^f£_   =TT (n)H|  m) c (6) 
77t m   '  '      m 

This set of equations must be solved simultaneously to find 

expressions for the expansion coefficients, c , from which the 

transition probabilities are calculated. The center of an 

observed line is expected to occur at the frequency for which the 

transition probability is a maximum. This frequency may be shown 

to be V = E_ E, 
(7) 

19. H. C. Torrey, Phys, Rev., 59, 293, 19^1. 

- 3 - 
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where E and E are the energies of the states p and q given 
P    1 

by (3)* if it is assumed that initially c =1 and c • o, p       m 

BtPi that V -N <s    2nhV  , and that oil terms in (6) leading 

to time variation of the c's faster than E_ - E 
( P   q )t  may be 

h 
neglected. 

A THEORY FCe THE R&DIQFHEQUENCY STARK EFFECT 

(1) General Method 

A theory which predicts the Townes and Merritt result and 

the results in the present experiment has been obtained by abandon- 

ing (3) as a starting point and using in its place the equation 

which represents the adiabatic approximation namely 

1 i 

'   • 1 
1 

1 s 
1 

*•   g! 

1 

H(t) UQ (t) = En (t)uQ(t) (8) 

The solutions of (8) are used as expansion functions to 

form the true wave function yf  (t) which satisfies (U). Following 

Schiff and Bohm the expansion is written as 
_7 (  t 

'  =2^anun(t) exp (-i   \     En(t')dt')    (Q) 

t 
o    n 

The function u^t) exp(-i \   Bn(t
,)dtt)   is a solution 

o   g  

to (U) if no transitions are induced by the time dependent part 

of H between the stationary states existing in its absence, that is, 

if the adiabatic approximation is valid. 
20,21 

(9) is now inserted into (k).    It may be shown    that the 

resulting equations for the expansion coefficients an in (9) must satisfy 

f 

20. L.I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics, 1st Ed., New York, McGraw-Hill, 
13^9, pp. 207^20B\: 

21. D. Bohm, Quantum Theory, 1st. Ed., New York, Prentice-Hall, 
1951, pp. i;98-99. 

- k  - 
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i 

^ =2T-^—   exp <-1 \   Xdt'> (4l } 
hcokn J cTt-   kn    (10) 

*o 

where o^ = -c^ = \U)  - Ep(t) 

h 

If It is assumed that at t • tQ,  just as the perturbation 

is turned on, the molecules are in a definite state m, then for 

a short time afterwards a good approximation will be 

ak = am     exp (-i (   a>     dt») (o_H_ ) 
•#  a^n \    km      31   km (12) 

\ 

Following Schiff (Ref. 20, p. 190) one may expand a and 

o      •       ?   (2> H*(t) in series: an = an + X a^   + XT a^   , and H(t) = 

H0 * xn'(t) + \
2H^2'(t). These expansions are substituted into 

(12); equal powers of X are equated and when X is set = 1, 

'° o an = 0       a^ «= C 

(13) 

where 

By use of these equations, better approximations to the true 

value of each expansion coefficient may be obtained. 

These general results will be used to locate the resonance 

frequencies in the following way:  Second order time independent 

perturbation theory is used to calculate the energy from equation (8). 

- 5 
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First order perturbation theory is used to calculate the wave 

functions. The first order (s • 0) approximation expansion 

coefficients, a., are calculated by means of (13). The method 

22 
of Hughes and Grabner  is used to locate the resonances. In 

this method the frequency at which the denominator of an expansion 

coefficient vanishes is interpreted as a resonance frequency. 

Since the denominators are real and the numerators nonvanishing, 

this procedure predicts resonances at the same frequencies as 

/ &W , which is proportional to the transition probability. 

(2) Application to Specific Cases 

a) The Townes Merritt Case 

In the Towne8-Merritt experiments transitions between 

rotational states are produced by a high frequency field 

% (t) = Eg cos oiy t 

in the presence of a low frequency field 

E.(t) = EL cosa>r t 

The relative frequencies and magnitudes of these fields, 

and the experimental results have been described in the Introduction 

of the THEORY. 

A detailed development of the theoretical results is given in 

APPENDIX I, part I. In this development it is assumed that E„ is 

so weak that the shifts Produced by it are negligible. The results 

of the detailed calculation are summarized below. 

22. Hughes and Grabner, op. cit. 
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J<* 

I 

I    I   _ 

Case I a> is so small that the field intensity does not 

vary appreciably over the time of absorption (the intercomsion 

time in the gas). In the case where the Stark effect is quadratic, 

the frequency shift of an observed line, A •? , varien with the time 

2   2 
AV = aE   cos art 

The coefficient a is the coefficient describing the 

frequency shift die to Stark effect produced by a steady field 

of strength, E, for a given transition. 

Case II o\  is so large that the field passes through many 

cycles of variation in the time of one absorption. The frequency 

shift, Ay, is independent of •'..he time, and is given by 

+ 2n 
"*, 

2 

where n is a positive integer. The relative intensities of 

lines with different values of n is given by 

Thus if OCL is large compared to the frequency shift aE   , 
L RF 

only resonance with n = 0 will be observed. 

b) Electric Resonance Cases 

In electric resonance experiments in which J does not 

change, frequency-shifts are caused by the transition-inducing 

.; field. Detailed calculations are given in the APPENDIX, part 2. 

Only the cases where E  />/>" E   are considered in detail. 

The general result is that the frequency shift AY* , is 

AV? =aERF
2 

- 7 
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where a is the B.C. Stai'k coefficient for the transition 

under consideration. At zero D.C. field, the theory predicts 

that only half-frequency transitions will be observed. At 

strong fields, if E   =   E  half-frequency transitions nay 
DC      RP 

occur both with £a   - + 2,  as predicted by the old theory, and 

also with A ajj = + 1. The A m- • + 1 transitions were not 

searched for in the present experiments. It is also expected 

that if Ejy, •=  E , resonances will be observed at 2V'  , 

3 V _» ^ V* *  etc., where y*  is the*'normal'' transition 
T   r T T 

frequency. These cases are not examined in detail. 

(3) Discussion 

The main difference between the new and old theories 

is that the new theory starts from an equation which (in the 

absence of transitions) is the adiabatic approximation, Instead 
it 

of the time independent Schrodinger equation. If the radiofrequency 

field produces no transitions between states which in its absence 

are separated in energy, the adiabatic approximation is valid and 

E (t) may be interpreted as the energy of state m. But if the 
m 

field induces such transitions, it 1B not proved that this inter- 

pretation is possible. Therefore, it does not appear that the success 

I 
of the theory in predicting an r.f. Stark effect is directly 

• 

related tc the fact that (8) may represent this approximation. 

It is not clear what conditions, if any, a proper starting 

equation should satisfy in the presence of the radiofrequency 

field. It is also not clear why equation (8) gives a result which 

may be readily interpreted as a radiofrequency Stark effect. 

8 - 
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However, if the expansion coefficients of equations 

such as (5) or (9) are to he interpreted as transition probab- 

ilities, it seems necessary that the starting equations should 

correctly describe the states of the system before and after 

the transitions occur. For example,- in an electric resonance 

experiment transitions are detected by changes in the deflection 

of the beam. States with different deflectio: r-*  states of 

different and well defined energy. Since definite energy levels 

and states may be assigned to the molecule just before and just 

after it interacts with the radiofrequency field, it seems 

j necessary that the starting equations give the correct energy 
| 
i levels for the molecules in the D.C. field. 
j 
j Both starting equations (3) and (8) satisfy this 

I condition. Both methods of calculation also assume that the 

i 
only really correct description of the molecule in the C-field 

i 
is the time dependent Schrodinger equation and both attempt to 

calculate the number of molecules that enter the C-field in 

a different state. For these reasons it is expected that the 

transition probabilities calculated by both theories have the 

same meaning. The writer believes that the transition probabilities 

. calculated from the new theory do not contain any result that 

could not be obtained by a mere refined calculation based on (3) 

as a starting equation. However, his attempts to obtain results 

interpretable as r.f. Stark effect using (3) as a starting 

equation have not been successful. 

I 
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APPENDIX I 

Part I. R. F. Stark Effect in the Townee Merrltt Case 

Townes and Merrltt have assumed that no nuclear-molecular 

interactions are present in the molecule and that it is in a 

Zjk   electronic state. Thus it may be considered as a rotator 

with dipole moment, ^M , and moment of inertia, A, in the 

presence of high and low frequency fielde^ E and E- respectively, 
H Ju 

with angular frequencies to   and o> • 
H    -J ^ 

The high frequency,_ajH_, is of the order of 10 mc./sec. 
2n 

This is the difference in energy between two rotational states 

of the molecules. 
.2L 

is of the order of 1 mc./sec. or less 

in these experiments. 

The Hamiltonian for the molecule, based on "       classical 

expressions for the energy is 

(1) H = h     J - IA   (Eg cos co^t + EL cos cat)  = HQ + E'(t) 
Cn 

where J is the rotational angular momentum. 

The energy difference between rotational states is of the 

order of 100 times as great as the Interaction energy of the 

molecule with any of the fields to be considered, so that a 

perturbation calculation for the Stark effect is adequate. In 

the absence of the fields, the unperturbed time-independent 

1 
Schrodinger equation is 

1-2 

E , *-T%   *£7i ZA JM '     /,*< 

vr 
f~r   'A•*') (Xb) 

sLp ^>^ 
\T>1     Y*fr \ 

- 10 
* lJT    (Coze),   (zc) 

.;..^4«|MW 
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The electric field will be taken in the Z direction. 

In the ccse of constant field H'(t) in (l) reduces to 

H' • -/> Ecos 6. From the properties of the associated Legendre 

functions it may be shown that 

^J'm' I H'| Jm \ = 0 if J' = J or J' / J m' ± m 

Thus there is not first order energy perturbation. The wave 

function is perturbed, hovever, ?nd in first order the wave 

function is 

(3) 

The sum consists of two term6, 

<(j,m J H'/ J + 1, o \    *j + 1, m and 

0,B / Hf / 

ET - E, + 1 

- lj »/ *j - l,m 

EJ + 1 

j~2J+3   (Jfrl-m) 
I 2J+1   (J+l+m) J 

,1/2 

E i 2J+1 (1+) ^J,m j H' I J + l,a \ = -/ 

" k(l)E <EJ+1 - EJ) 

(2J+3) 

,1/2 
(JHB) 
(2j^n (5)  <n|H'|  J-l,m)>    =/E [(2J+l)   (J-m)J 

= !£(.!) E  (Ej . i - EJ( 

The second order perturbation energy may be calculated most 

2 
directly using Schiff's result, and the properties of the 

3 
associated Legendre functions . The perturbation energy is: 

1. G. Herzberg, Spectra of Diatomic Molecules, 2nd Ed. New York 
Van Nostrand, pp. 69 - 73. 

2. L.I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics, 1st. Ed., New York, McGraw-Hill, 
19i*9; equ. 25.12,p. 151. 

3. G. Herzberg, op. git., p. 72*73• 
- 11 - 
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•    v. 

it / p 

V      -V  <Ih g-   /   H' /    J,m) 
(6) 

which give8 the well known result 

W 2._2 
=    -2/t   AE      (    J (j » 1)  - 3m  

'   h2  I   2J (J + 1}   (2J - 1)  (2J + 3) 
2 

- •b(j>m)Ee 

3   (7) 

(7a) 

These energy and wave function expressions may new he used 

to write down the first order wave functions and 2nd order energies 

of the "adiahatic approximation" Schrodinger equation. IL and E» 

are considered to be in the same direction, 

p   2 
h'~        J -y^cos 9 (Eg cos ojjjt + EL cos <U|t) Uj m(t) 

" ET,m <*> U J,m <*>• <8> 

The time dependence does not influence the values of the matrix 

elements, so taat 
2 

EJ,m <*>  = EJ + bj,m («H COS V + EL COS V* (9) 

uJ,m(t)  = * J,m + (EH cos V + EL cos £0
L
t) 

+:* (k(+1)* J + l • (-1) * (j-i) do) 

The expansion coefficients in the series expansion of the 

wave functions (10) which form the solution of the time dependent 
ii 

Schrodinger equation are now to he calculated using (13) of the 

THEORY, which in the first order perturbation gives 

t 
I 

3/trt JA*L 

<?<*p 
r r -, u. 

(H) 

12 
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with the present notation. It has teen assumed that when the 

molecule enters the region of the field it is in the definite 

state (J>m). In terms of the energies this is 

%'«*'    £ ;<)~s (t) 
r 4 

In this case the exponent is 
J 

When the integration is carried out the exponent "becomes 

Before manipulating the exponent further the term 

will he examined. Expanding ia a p••..•«-er series it is found to he 

,7 

^D /; -rv+§!?(#- hn*f~ -\ (15) 

where 

T(*) - ,~r^M\**co^ 
(~r •*T) 

- 13 



It will be seen that T(t) is of the order of 10 at most since 

the Stark energy difference is of the order of 100 mc./sec. 

at most, while (E * - E ) is ^10 mc./sec. Thus to an excellent 
J   J 

approximation (15) is simply 

1 
"or ^> (15a) 

The matrix elements of G?H|_     are readily evaluated since 
at 

dt y 

(16) 

When the series wave functions given by (3) are used, the 

terms will be seen to have the following crders of magnitudes ind 

time dependences. 
if) 

^   .0< "^/v^ 5/A/- y       V/*^*^* 

o/-t/ c^,., CcS cj 

-/• 
,^HH<^     r. 

C/o- *J 
*%,-<*> 

*»,-** 

i •'V <-<, w r c o: M/ t 
(17) 

; 

In the Townes-Merritt e.gperiments   cop       -~    10,000 and the energy 

ratio,  v/2 Eg2 or ET
2        > *s always of the order of 10   or less. 

<v - v 
The relative orders of magnitudes of the terms are indicated in (17) 

by the numbers just beneath each term. It is seen that the most 

important term is the matrix element 

<T t l/M j ^'/J> ) ~y* <*>„ £h S'» «h ^ 
(18) 

-14 
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The coefficients,a, will now be evaluated for two different cases. 

CASE I: The time "between collisions is much less than the 

time of one cycle of the low frequency radiation: 

<Or (t - t.) << 1 (Thus ODT,  -*-r 10 kc./sec. or less) -L     o ^  

In this case E(t) varies only slightly during the time available 

for one absorption process, and use may be made of the approximations 

sin cu^ (t - tQ)-g o^ (t - t ) 

C08 (Or  (t + t ) J*  COS 2 COrt 

so that 

E
T
2
 f t't.   + (sin 2 art - sin 2 a*t 1 _ 2 ,.   . .   o 

L  I —2  o      ~L L  o ^EL (t-t ) cos^ OL t 

and the exponent, equ (lU) is 

(19) 

The exponent may now be expanded. We use 

4 «f 

expjt'x s^rj -^y^e^y^l 
(Jeffries) (20) 

The parts depending on t need not be expanded, and are collected 
o 

together to form B(t_). Thus the exponential term is 

-/*<»* 
(cont'd next pa^t) 

k.    H. Jeffries and B.S. Jeffries, Methods of Mathematical Physics 
2nd Ed., Cambridge Univ. Press, 1950, p. 589- 

- 15 - 
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f 

r? ^ S(hrw'!>«*)4*Z 
(21) 

-I* 
% (^,. . " *>- ) is *n these experiments of the order of 10 

times the energy Ap . Hence, the arguments of all the Bessel 

functions are very small and the only Important terms are J (x), 

which = 1 for small arguments—all the others are of the order 
-k 

of 10  or less. Thus to a good approximation the exponential, 

(20), is 

^ •7 
m^n-jl^ *r*(&it»)(4"<«'«t*)l{ (22) 

: 

i 

> 

The leading terms - expressions (15a), (18), and (21) are 

inserted into (12). The time dependence of the leading term is: 
•6 

*!(&.-**) 
(23) 

- 16 - 



Since the numerator does not vanish and the denominator of (23) 

is "resonant", transitions are expected to occur at the frequency 

for which the denominator vanishes — these are 

/ ^rW^-^Yfk^t^ (24) 

The field Eg Is considered to be so weak that perturbations in 

the energy from this cause may he neglected ~ thus 

or 

(25) 

a = (hj + im"^*.)    *
s the same coefficient that determines 

the size of the Stark effect in the D.C^ case. The time cf entrance 

into the field is t — thus the shift in the transition frequency 

due to the radio frequency perturbing field is 

i 

/f •d   j&\? -a £   croi <-^_ t 

(26) 

the result stated in the text of the thesis, and obtained by Townes 

and Merritt. 

17 



CASE II: The time between collisions is the same order of 

magnitude or greater than the period of the low frequency field. 

In this case the approximation CDL (t-tQ) « 1 is not 

valid. The terms in to are therefore treated in the same 
L 

way as a> .    When (30) is used to expand the sine terms in the 
H 

exponent (Ik)  and the terms containing tQ are collected to 

form C(t0), the exponential term in (12) becomes 

( 

As before, the sums over p,q, and r may be replaced by 1 because 

the arguments of the Bessel functions are very small. However, 

this is not true for the sum over n, as b( . ' J ra bJ») \ 

kht\ 

may be of the order of 1 cr larger thus (27) is 

(15a), (18) and (21) are still the larger terms in the expressions 

for other parts of aj ,, so that 

Si(^:lWK-*^j^ /*• 

CK 
7*1. « )cSo7^ ***** IS H^£}^)jc H < 

dt (28b) 



^feLi 

As before, this expression for &_  . is resonant, so that a 
J *r X 

transition is expected to occur when the denominator vanishes. 

This occurs when 

(29) 

As before, the field JL is so small that it does not significantly 

shift the lines, so that the final result for the shift in observed 

lines is 

,_x  ...    ,_ 2 
(30) AV„ = a (ET ) + 2nwT        .    . . , 

' H     "        -       ^L, where n is an integer, as stated 
2 

in the text of the thesis and by Townes and Merritt. 

The relative intensities of lines corresponding to different 

values of n are expected to be proportional to the relative magni- 

5 
tudes of the "transition probabilities. Since these are proportional 

1 rj V to pvi   / if all other factors ore left unchanged, the 

relative intensities will be proportional to the relative sizes of 

•^^Ht     i   "" vV^ / (31) 

for different n values, as stated in the thesis text, and by 

Townes and Merritt. 

5. L. I. Schiff, op. cit., p. 192. 
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I 

Part II» R.F. Stark Effect in Electric Resonance Experiments. 

In an electric resonance experiment, molecules from the 

A field pass into the C field moving with thermal velocities. 
-k 

During the time they are in the fie3d, of the order of 10  sec, 

transitions may "be induced by the radiofrequency field EUTr. with 
Kb 

angular frequency, a), between the energy levels perturbed by the 

homogeneous field E . Two cases will be treated. In the first 

case, the molecule will be assumed to have an electric quadrupole 

interaction, and the DC and RF fields will be assumed to be so 

weak that the weak field approximation may be used to treat all 

the effects due to fields. In the second case the DC field will 

be assumed to be so strong that the Stark effect may be treated 

ignoring the quadrupole interaction. In both cases, the frequency 

03    is considered to be so great that E^,, undergoes several __ RF 

oscillations in the time that the molecule is in the field. 

CASE I: The Hc.miltor.ian is 

/(•(E-„ + E__ cos ajt) (32)     H = h2 J'2 + HQ 
2A DC RF 

The energy levels for the weak field case are given by Hughes 

6 
and Grabner . The result for the d.c. field case tiay be generally 

expressed as 

__ — 2 
(33)    W = Ej + EQ (Pi) + d(Fi> *FI) E 

The coefficients, d, are proportional to the coefficients 

given by Hughes and Grabner for the Stark effect at weak fields. 

• 

I 

6. Hughes and Grabner, Phys. Rev., 79, 829, 1950. 
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i 
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I 
t 
i 

! 
i 

i 

Since the tine dependence does not affect the values of matrix 

elements 

(3*0    W(I,J^,Bp,t) - Ej + E^) + dCFi,^) ^EDC+E^, COS *<t}2 

The last term is small compared to the second. The wave functions 
7 

in the absence of any f?<slds are' 

The presence of a field mixes into this wavefuaetion states of 

different J, so that the wave function in the present field, so 

far as its time dependence and mixture of rotational states are concerned 

will be /\ j'3 

c 
+ <(£(<>r-)#       Cow1" (36) 

where gfE•) and k(Epp) are <^< 1 at these weak fields. The analysis 

will proceed in a manner analogous to the Townes and Merritt case II, 

since O>-*J10 and (t-t )AJ  lo" so that cu(t-t ) /^ 10 . The 

transitions to he considered do not involve changes in the rotational 

states. Thus EJt - E_ = 0, and this term will, for simplicity, be 

dropped out of the energy-difference expressions.  Thus the exponent 

in (12) is: 

<» (37) 

7. E.V. Condon and G. H. Shortley, Theory of Atomic Spectra, 
pp. 73-78. 
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l 

(38) 

where G(t) is the value of (38) with the upper limit inserted. 

The orders of magnitude and time-dependence of   \   J   +: )/ 

will now be explained. 
r cos* ~) 

(39)   <>H' = - x/E_ cos 6 co sin tot - AiEmj.  sinP< or (ID sintut 

(a) (b) 

Terms (a) will induce transitions without change In BL , and only 

its contribution will be considered as all the observed transitions 

are of this type. The present discussion is not concerned with the 

changes in P that may occur. With /.* (J,I,F,mp,t)  (expression (36) ) 

as the initial state and ^x* (J,I,F',EL,,t) as the final state, the 

largest contributions from (39) Bjre: 

typel: from terms (A) and (B) as initial and final states respectively: 

•<( I ^H'l y AJ   faiutft (40a) 

type2: from terms (A) and (C) in the initial and final states 

respectively: 

y I ^H' / \    yyj      sin cut      cos cut (40b) 

! Note that the type (l) terms vanish if E  = 0. 
1/0 

The same method may be applied to the denominator of (12) 

$ that was used before to obtain (15a) from (14), since the energy 

i level perturbation from the field is small. Thus the denominator 

is approximately 

(41)     E (F>, mp)  - E^F^,) 

- 22 
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. 

Combining (Ul), (l*0(a) or 40(b)) and (38) 

The expansion (20) is again used for the sine functions in the 

exponential, in the present experiment 

EDCERF    (d(F« nip )-d(P1,mF )), or E^(d'-d) 
1 -T5-  

are alvays *\< 1 since the transition frequency is always >> 

the energy level splitting due to fields. Therefore, the only term 

that need he considered is Jc "V 1. This 

using the type (l) time dependence, the result is 

1 

I 

The • resonant" denominator vanishes when 

• 

Thus, where the DC "Stark coefficient", a = (dfFSnJpi) -^(F,^)) 

the shift in a line due to the radiofrequency fields is 

( ERF ">  2 
(43)    AV = Z}^.( 
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as is stated in the thesis text. The type (2) time dependence 

yields the term 

[AJOffffriTu,*    /v/i'/T/ AT    i^A-<o,w"vC/ ( *o) ) 

which gives resonance at 

These are half frequency-resonances. The shift in the doubled 

half frequency resonances is seen to he the same as the full 

frequency case, as stated in the thesis. Since ^ i ^H'|\ with 
N -^ t r 

type (l) dependence is zero when E  = 0, no full frequency 
DC 

resonances will be ohserved at zero field. 

CASE II: The Quadrupole energy is not included. This is 

expected to be a good approximation in the case where the energy 

level splitting is much greater than the splitting due to the 

quadrupole interaction. The Hamiltonian is 

i 

(kk) H =_hj        3d    -   U (E^ • Ejg, cos <ut) 

EL^ has components parallel and perpendicular to EJJQ, which defines 

the z direction.    The parallel pat^ i have matrix elements k+i or 

k ,   (see (k) and (5)).    The matrix elements of   <J',ID  /^Ey|    J,mf- 

vanish except for     </ Jfcl, mfcl   \JA    E J>m /    • 

1'± 1 is defines as 

j s U^'P^Jj^ 
t Vt v (^ -*T 

(h5) 

- 2k - 
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c 

i 
I 

I 

•r      is defined as 
/ 

c   ~u(s+s) ,J>    fZ     ""     ' <*6> 

The energy, in the adiabatic approximation, by the sane nethoda 

that led to (9) is 

It can be shown that 

that CJM " bJin <see 7a>    thus 

'&***-**> *J^^^ ^4c)*A^- 
(1*7) 

The exponent in (12) is thus 

which on integration gives '    y      J 

so that the exponential tern is 
i 

/*(*. 
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The transitions to be considered do not involve changee in Ej. 

Since E » E , a good approximation for the denominator in (12) 
DC   RP 

will be    (compare 15a) 

The first order wave function is 

Jt,^t/  v  v (50) 

The time dependence of K J»,m'  / ^H1 i  J>mJ)- will he 
v      '"fc>t 

investigated. 

The initial state will be taken as J,m. The biggest term giving 

a ton » + 1 transition involves (A) in the initial (b) in the 

operator and (6) in the final state, and has cx> sincut time dependence, 

(type 1). It will be seen that the other terms are much smaller 

than this one if 

Epp^ E 

If EJJQ •u  Epj, terms with type 2 time dependence, 

cos cut sin art, ( «\ (C)  / (b) /  (A) J> or 

<(D) | (a)y  (A)>) 

will be of the same order of magnitude as the type 1 terms. 

i I 
i 
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Under the same conditions, terms such as 

<(D)  / (b) (   (A) > 

involving  m = + 2 and having type 2 time dependence viU be 

important. Combining terms (51), (^9) ^ type 1 or type 2 

matrix elements of £j^  the expansion coefficient (12) has 
O t 

the time dependence 

, /K'TK\/t+   SsYZov't)      r'-K ?7f     '^v^t     1(51) 

I 
a 

The exponential may be expanded using (SO). Only the case where 

J is the most important term will be considered. Thus 
o 

(B'-B)   or (k'-k) <^ 1, This condition is satisfied veil so 

long asEDC>^ERF. 

The approximate expansion of (51) gives 

As in the previous cases, the integration leads to "resonance" 

denominators, the type 1 time dependence gives 

27 . 



I 
40 
i 

I       ' 

so that the frequency shift due to the radio frequency terns, 

(B» - B) are 

r14 ( \r^t/•' k-~i VW 

/ 
(5*) 

As before, the type 2 time dependence yields the half-frequency 
F 

resonances. The shift of frequency in the doubled half frequency 
v 

is the same as {5k).    It will be. noted that the expansion coefficient, 

a, is large only when  c^ j ^H| jNis large. Thus £sn  = + 1 or 

£m  = + 2 half frequency resonances occur only when E_j^- E • 

If ELy^ E p_ , Bessel functions of higher order than J must be 

included in the expansion of (5l)» If these terms are included 

other time dependences of the bracketed expression (52) will appear, 

such as sin 2mt, sin 2ujt cos 2uit, etc. Evaluation of the integrals 

tc give a_ . , in these cases shows that the other types of resonances 

will arise besides those already considered. These resonances are of 

the general type 

I    ' \?     =  1 l(D T r, X T - bT ) E2  + B' - B 7   + L , 

or /* \? = i r(^T   - *T ^ E? + B« - B7 

5  • 
and may lead to "multiple" or "fractional" frequency resonances 

of various types. Some of these possibilities are mentioned in the 

text. 
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